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EVENT REPORTS
The Tamar Triple 28th-30th May 2016
By Chris Gay
I hesitated to offer yet another article on the Tamar Triple, but – well, with beautiful
weather & virtually no mud to report on this time, and with a major urban event in
Plymouth followed by contrasting events on Bodmin Moor and at Mount Edgcumbe
– why not?

The Plymouth Urban was due to start quite late on the Saturday afternoon, giving us
time to explore the Saltram estate to the east of the city before driving back into the
centre to find a parking space for the campervan. The council website boasts “More
than 5,200 parking spaces throughout Plymouth”, but closer inspection showed only
a few hundred with no height restriction and even fewer flagged as “long stay”,
which we needed as we were taking it in turns to run and “dog-sit” in the van. There
was no space at our first choice, at Derry’s Cross – but, luckily, we spotted a small
private car park nearby, and, even more luckily, a visiting security man gave us
permission to use a short term space and helped us squeeze the van in alongside a
minibus. Problem solved – now to relax and enjoy the run!
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The first stop was the event registration desk in the Guildhall: the organisers had
managed to obtain access to the 17th century Citadel, now the home of 29
Commando Regiment, Royal Artillery, but competitors would only be allowed in if
clearly displaying the official numbered bibs – and headcams had to be switched off
once inside the walls.
The Start and Finish were in the park adjoining Plymouth Hoe, and my first couple of
controls took me across the grass and down a surprisingly steep bank. The route
then headed NE into “urban proper” – not the neat geometrically-arranged centre of
the city, rebuilt after being decimated during the Blitz, but the Barbican area which
had retained many of its original medieval buildings, streets and alleyways, and, of
course, its harbour. The route criss-crossed this area and the main problem was
finding a way through the people out for a Saturday evening on a beautifully warm
Bank Holiday weekend! At one point I wondered whether it was feasible to cross the
marina on the pontoons & boats, but wimped out of that route choice…
Still within the Barbican area, a narrow alley and flight of steps led us to Control 8
within an enclosed area which many tourists fail to find – the Elizabethan Garden.
This was apparently set up in 1970 to mark the 350th anniversary of the sailing of the
Mayflower but I only discovered this later: the stonework, courtyards, knot garden,
fountain and plants made it appear to be genuine 17th century!
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After a control on yet another flight of steps it was back up the hill to a vegetation
boundary (OK, a group of small trees in grass) alongside the massive stone wall and
entry gate of the Citadel. With hindsight, all courses used that control – maybe it
acted as an additional check to the armed sentry at the gate? I was obviously seen
as a genuine orienteer and not challenged as I entered the gate, primed (as I’d read
my final details and knew what a red cross used as a non-standard symbol meant)
to run across the open square to find an artillery piece. Open square? From the map
I’d visualised various buildings – parts of the barracks – plus some landscaping and
a large paved area within the walls, so hadn’t expected to be faced with lines of
army trucks, armoured vehicles and equipment, assembled ready for the next set of
manoeuvres.
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Having dodged between vehicles and located my “artillery piece” it was then up a
steep path onto the walkway on top of the wall itself, with its amazing views over
Plymouth Sound. Having located control 12, 13 was obviously down at ground level
again, so around the walkway, then Uh-Oh, eyes seemed to have misinformed brain
about a potential way down. Go back or go on? I chose the latter – perhaps not the
quickest route, but at least I noticed where control 14 was lurking! So – down the
sloping pathway to the buildings, behind the chapel, with my eventual exit in sight –
and to a full stop to bring the full power of my varifocals into play as control 13
seemed to be totally surrounded by “uncrossable” walls. There were a couple of
dotted lines on the map – a passageway? Where? It was then that I noticed
competitors emerging from behind a parked truck… Having located 13 it was easy
to retrace my steps part way back up the wall to 14, then another down/up/down,
back to the same artillery piece and out through another guarded gateway and a
steep path down onto the road.
A slight panic set in when I noticed red cross-hatching on the road, but then realised
it didn’t extend into the pavements, where the only obstacles were the bemused
tourists out for an evening stroll.
The rest was straightforward – down the steep steps to a path junction near the
café, back up onto the Hoe, past Smeaton’s tower, locate some trees to the west of
the War Memorial, then a final run-in across the grass. All-in-all an excellent, varied,
course. I’d have preferred fewer flights of steps, but at least my UV course didn’t go
right down onto the foreshore or to the lido!
Sunday’s event could be subtitled “And now for something completely different”, as
it was a classic event at Davidstow Moor, an area of grassy moorland on the
northern edge of Bodmin Moor. Driving towards the area we were surprised to see a
huge industrial complex ahead of us – a nuclear power station? – no, just the
Davidstow cheese factory. The event parking was on a disused airfield, and the
safety bearing advice, if they’d given any, would have been “Turn around and head
towards the factory”.
As the area had been described as “fast, runnable grassland” I set off as fast as I
could to my first control which was about half a kilometre away. Despite the fact the
earth banks were perhaps the clearest feature around, I was so out of breath that I
couldn’t understand the map when I reached them, so faffed about there for what
seemed like ages. I took things at a more sensible pace after that and found the
various ditches and depressions fairly accurately.
The seasonal marsh was barely wet, the small wood straightforward if not very
exciting. Having left the wood, the problems of featureless grassy moorland became
evident. The ground rose gently in front of me, I had to find a shallow gully
somewhere and there was nothing to fix my compass on and run towards – apart
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from sheep, that is, but they weren’t tethered. As it was I drifted far too far to the
right and had to backtrack a long way, but I felt a bit better about it as the guy who
was following me had to do the same. The same thing happened on the next control:
I must have passed slightly to the right of control 10’s little pool because I found 11’s
first and had to backtrack again. The other guy also did the same: hadn’t he learned
that my direction-finding wasn’t to be relied upon? The last few ditches and gullies
seemed a bit more obvious so I did manage to complete the course – and wasn’t
last.
Chatting to one of the Kerno people on the way back to download I did express
surprise at the size and location of the cheese factory. He’d obviously heard that
one before – did I eat Davidstow cheese? What was I expecting, some idyllic rural
dairy? Well – yes, it’s really good, and no – it couldn’t be if the cheese was sold in
Tesco, etc., but…..
The final event, in Mount Edgcumbe Country Park, was also the SW Middle
Distance Championships. The Park is situated across the Tamar from Plymouth.
The event parking, and Start/Finish, was in the open, grassy deer park near Maker
Church and from there the park sloped steeply down to sea level on the S, E and
NE sides. The house, café and formal gardens were at the NE end, near the Cremyll
ferry.
I had memories of scrambling around on the steep slopes above the Tamar at Inny
Foot in 2014 but this time the course was less hazardous: the main problem was the
temptation to just stand still and take in the views on such a beautiful day!
My course lay in an anti-clockwise direction around the park. There was some fast
running on open grassland in the beginning, downhill, back up to a small fenced-off
area of woodland, then down again to where the closely-spaced brown lines started
on the map. The planner had managed to find enough knolls, depressions, stumps
and platforms to keep us contouring through some very pretty woods, punctuated by
a climb to a memorable spur. This spur was prominent enough to feature on OS
maps and gave a stunning panoramic view of the Sound, Drake’s Island and
Plymouth itself.
We then dropped back down and continued contouring through the woods, including
the rather overgrown Camelia area, before finishing with a very steep climb back up
to the deerpark.
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Only the Blue and above courses reached the lower part of the grounds, and even
then were kept clear of the gardens, so after lunch in the van we went for another
circuit of the park, this time accompanied by the dog, taking in the coast path, the
fortifications, the formal gardens – and amusing ourselves watching people trying to
steer Segways across the rolling lawns. An excellent end to the weekend and next
time we’re down in the area we’ve promised ourselves we’ll take part in the Mount
Edgcumbe parkrun!
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